Application of 16 - 20mil dft applied throughout surface goldmining facility. Exposures to extreme harsh conditions including Hydrochloric and Sulphuric Acids, Cyanides, Abrasive and high humidity atmospheres. Project Inspections completed through 2011 / Coatings remain intack with no additional applications required. For more information on mining, concrete, railroad, highway and other industrial and commercial applications in West Africa, please contact The Chavern Group as indicated above.

sfwong111@gmail.com

Project Description:

RUST BULLET APPLICATION TO HYDROCHLORIC ACID STORAGE AREA AT GOLDFIELDS GHANA LTD, TARKWA GHANA

RUST BULLET APPLICATION ON CYNIDE STRUCTURE--EXTERNAL REAGENT AREA AT GOLDFIELDS GHANA LTD, TARKWA

RUST BULLET APPLICATION ON ELUTION COLUMNS, TANKS & PIPES (LARGE TANKS NOT COMPLETED) GOLDFIELDS GHANA LTD, TARKWA

EXTERNAL REAGENT STRUCTURES, COLUMNS, TANKS & PIPES BEFORE RUST BULLET APPLICATION GOLDFIELDS GHANA LTD